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1/ Policy framework



Andrus Ansip
Digital Single Market

Günther Oettinger
Digital Economy and Society

Digital Single Market – Digital Economy and Society

A Juncker Commission priority

Adopted 6 May 2015

Element of DSM: building a data economy, including through open science



Digital Single Market

1. Better access for consumers and business to 
online goods and services across Europe

2. Creating the right conditions for digital networks 
and services to flourish

3. Maximising the growth potential of our European 
Digital Economy



Maximising the growth potential of our 
European Digital Economy

Requires investment in ICT infrastructures and 
technologies such as Cloud computing and Big 
Data, and research and innovation to boost 
industrial competitiveness as well as better public 
services, inclusiveness and skills

DSM – Cloud Strategy/Research Open Science Cloud



European Council conclusions

•UNDERLINES that e-infrastructure is one of the key elements 
for research and innovation focused on data or benefiting from it

•ACKNOWLEDGES the need to develop the new generation of 
HPC technologies and CALLS for the reinforcement of the 
interconnected network of data processing facilities GEANT



A Reinforced European Research Area 
Partnership for Excellence and Growth, 
COM(2012) 392 – July 2012

Towards better access to scientific information: 
boosting the benefits of public investments in 
research, COM(2012) 401 final - July2012

Commission, Recommendation on access and 
preservation of scientific information, C(2012) 
4890 final – July 2012

H2020 Open Access + Open Data Pilot

Recent Science 2.0 Consultation 

Open Science



5 principles describing the benefits of a global research data 
infrastructure. Publicly funded research data is:

Discoverable – IDs, Descriptive Metadata, ...

Accessible – Acknowledgment, License, Terms of Use, 
Intellectual Property, Legal ...

Understandable (Assessable) – Semantics, Analysis, Quality, 
Language translation ....

Manageable – Responsibility, Costs, Preservation ...

People (Usable) - Workforce, Cultural, Training, ...

take 5
5 principles developed in the context of the G8 on RI



EC/EIROforum dialogue



The Data Harvest, December 

2014 © RDA Europe

The Data Harvest Report
How sharing research data can 
yield knowledge, jobs and grow

A RDA Europe Report



2/ e-Infrastructures



network infrastructure, GÉANT

HPC/distributed computing/software infrastructure

scientific data infrastructure

e-infrastructure building bridges

http://www.seadatanet.org/
http://www.seadatanet.org/


Why are e-Infrastructures essential to DSM strategic vision?

Fragmentation

(geographic, user-community)

Investment

(lack and/or inefficient investment)

Digitization of industry

(adoption of innovative solutions)

Data economy

(data exploitation)

Service orientation

federation, virtualisation

Multiple funding sources

flexible, agile business models

Innovation

User and technology-driven

Interoperability

Issues e-Infrastructure approach



An institution, organisation or operator is being managed on a 

sustainable basis if, taking one year with another, it is recovering its full 

economic costs across its activities as a whole, and is investing in its 

infrastructure (physical, human and intellectual) at a rate adequate to 

maintain its future productive capacity appropriate to the needs of its 

strategic plan and users’ requirements.

sustainability can be defined along the following lines:
slightly adapted from: http://www.jcpsg.ac.uk/guidance/downloads/Overview.pdf



Another way to express this is to say that the institution, organisation 

or operator needs to do the activity today in a way which will not 

threaten its ability to do it in future.

The reference to future needs suggests that what is needed is 

‘adaptive’ capacity, i.e. sustainability is not about preserving current 

activities indefinitely but rather about preserving the right sort of 

capacity (changing over time) to carry out the activities that are 

necessary in the future.

sustainability can be defined along the following lines:
slightly adapted from: http://www.jcpsg.ac.uk/guidance/downloads/Overview.pdf



Current e-infrastructure landscape:

HPC, Open Science Data and Distributed Computing, Networking, 180 MEuro

Support in Workprogramme-2016-17 - (joint effort with DG RTD)

Provision of data/high-performance computing services for the European 

scientific community, 200 MEuro Includes support to innovation for the next 

generation of research cloud infrastructure

DSM/European Research Open Science Cloud: foundation



1. European Research Open Science Cloud as part of the Cloud 

Strategy

2. Change the game through infrastructure investment "European high-

performance data networks"

First recital of the Regulation (EU) of the European Parliament and of the 

Council on the European Fund for Strategic Investments:

[…] There is a need to strengthen the attractiveness of investing in 

Europe and in the infrastructure of a modern knowledge economy.

Opportunities: concrete actions



3/ Supporting Mechanisms



Development, 
deployment & 
operation of

e-Infrastructures

Fostering the innovation potential
of Ris and their human capital

Reinforcing European RI policy and 
international cooperation

Integrating 
and opening 

existing 
national RI of 
pan-European 

interest

Developing new 
world-class RI

WP 2016-2017
220 million Euro

e-infrastructure/research infrastructure in H2020



Covers 2016/2017 budget: (aprox 220 M€ for e-infrastructures)

Support European policies on open research data, data and computing 
intensive science, research and education networking, high-
performance computing and big data innovation

Currently under discussion with EU Member States for formal adoption 
in September/October 2015

1 - Integration and consolidation of e-infrastructure platforms

2 - Prototyping innovative e-infrastructure platforms and services

3 – Support to policies and international cooperation

e-infrastructures workprogramme 2016/2017



WP structure with corresponding budgets

Topic Budget 

(M€)

1 - Integration and consolidation of e-infrastructure platforms supporting European policies and 

research and education communities (55)

EINFRA-1.1-2016/17 - Support to the next implementation phase of Pan-European High Performance 

Computing infrastructure and services 15

EINFRA-1.2-2016/17 - Data and Distributed Computing e-infrastructures for Open Science 40

2 - Prototyping innovative e-infrastructure platforms and services for research and education 

communities, industry and the citizens at large (67)

EINFRA-2.1-2016/17 – platform-driven e-infrastructure innovation 46

EINFRA-2.2-2016/17 – user-driven e-infrastructure innovation 21

3 - Support to policies and international cooperation (10)

EINFRA-3.1-2016/17 - Support to policies and international cooperation

Other actions including different type of instruments:

(a) FPA - GÉANT Partnership Projects (64)

(b) FPA - Computing and storage e-infrastructure for the Human Brain Project FET Flagship (FPA) (25)

Total 221



Digital “game changer”

“High-performance data networks” Digital Game Changer is 

being proposed for the EU Investment Plan "Juncker Plan“

• deployment and connecting high-performance computing facilities

• high-speed trans-European network

• connected large and small data centres

EFSI “Investment Platforms”: enable projects to receive financial contribution 

from multiple sources (European Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI), the 

European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF) and others



Final remarks



network infrastructure, GÉANT

HPC/distributed computing/software infrastructure

scientific data infrastructure

e-infrastructure virtualisation

service interfaces

http://www.seadatanet.org/
http://www.seadatanet.org/


network infrastructure, GÉANT

HPC/distributed computing/software infrastructure

scientific data infrastructure

cloud and
e-infrastructure

transparency

catalogue of services
dynamic, adaptive
service interfaces

http://www.seadatanet.org/
http://www.seadatanet.org/


Carlos Morais Pires

carlos.morais-pires(at) ec.europa.eu

Thank You!



reserve slides



draft e-infrastructures 
WP2016-2017



draft e-infrastructures WP2016-2017

underlying principles

user centric

service oriented

seeking sustainability

supporting innovation



3 themes

1 - Integration and consolidation of e-infrastructure platforms 
supporting European policies and research and education 
communities

• Support Pan-European HPC infrastructure and services (PRACE)

• Data and Distributed Computing e-infrastructures for Open Science

• GÉANT Partnership projects (integration)

2 - Prototyping innovative e-infrastructure platforms and services for 
research and education communities, industry and citizens at large

• Platform-Driven e-infrastructure innovation

• GÉANT Partnership projects (platform driven innovation)

• User-driven e-infrastructure innovation

• Interactive Computing for the Human Brain Project FET Flagship (FPA) 

3 - Support to policies and international cooperation



integration & consolidation of e-infrastructures

Research and education communities require and expect stable e-
infrastructures to provide 24/7 services (high-speed networking, high-
performance and distributed computing and research data)

from "RI/e-Infra scoping paper":

"Fostering long term sustainability of Research Infrastructures:

addressing the challenge of sustainable funding entails establishing a solid 
foundation to manage investment cycles in research infrastructures and e-
infrastructures while ensuring scientific excellence and widening access to the 
key research and education resources. It also requires improving the 
coordination of different sources of financing at Member States, European 

and, when applicable, global levels."



prototyping innovative platforms & services 

e-Infrastructure platforms and services need to evolve 
through innovation actions to respond to the long-term needs of 
research and education communities, industry and the citizens at 
large. 

The support to e-infrastructure innovation is done by means of two 
types of activities:

(a)Platform-driven e-infrastructure innovation

(b)User-driven e-infrastructure innovation



better cooperation service providers/users

• fostering projects involving e-RI operators and user 
communities (integrate state-of the art technologies and 
co-design)

• ensuring operations are stable and funded with no 
temporal gaps

• supports the persistent and reliable operation of e-RI 
used every-day by the research and education 
communities



in addition …

• avoid funding overlaps opening for new initiatives

• RI, e-RI coordination will be reinforced in WP2016-17 by 
alignment with the European policy context of Open 
Science

• all activities that were possible in the previous 
structure are still possible in the new WP 
architecture



dynamic view of e-infra WP structure

upgrade 
replace?

END

prototyping 
innovative 

eInfra services

integration for 
stable eInfra
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look for 
funding in 
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research

Service Orientation

Theme 3

Programme support

INCO on e-Infra


